


LOCATION SURVEY #2  Paint the Street Senda Nueva   
  North Davis 

RETURN SURVEY TO DANIELLE FODOR    2550 SYCAMORE LANE #8C    BEFORE JUNE 19 
Questions?  Call Meg 203-464-2484, Juliette 530-902-8407, or Jenny 530-574-2483. 

 
Name ____________________________________________ 
 
 Address___________________________________________ 
 
You must visit sites in person in order to vote. 
 
O I certify I have visited the sites in person.  
 OR       O  I have limited mobility and am unable to visit all sites 
 
O I certify that I have discussed options with a neighbor and/or read location descriptions fully. 
 
Signature______________________________________ 
 
 
1. PRIORITIES:   
 It is most important FOR ME that the mural location provide opportunities for:   
(Check all that apply) 
 

❏ Beauty -- a work of art to enhance a location 

❏ Gathering -- a place for people to stop, meet and gather 

❏ Connection -- a place to feel connected to all the different kinds of people in our 
neighborhood 

❏ Increasing Safety -- a means for traffic calming and increasing "eyes on the street" 

❏ Play – a new place for children to play and explore 

❏ Pathways -- highlight main bike/ped pathways to encourage active transportation and 
assist with way-finding in the greenbelt 

❏ Place-Making – Creating a new landmark 

❏ Reclaiming Public Space – making a roadway into a multi-purpose space for pedestrians. 

FYI – in Location Survey #1, 41 respondents selected these priorities, in order of importance: 
Beauty, Connection, Safety, Play, Gathering, Pathways.  Place-Making and Reclaiming Public Space were 
chosen as “other”.  
 
2. LOCATION PREFERENCE: 
Please rank your preference for the primary mural location.  
  
See options A, B, and C on attached “MAIN Location Descriptions”. 
 

1st Choice: _________________ 
 

2nd Choice: _________________ 
 

3rd Choice: _________________ 
 



3. OPTION C EXTRA DETAILS: 
 
Option C is physically smaller than the other sites. If chosen, Option C will leave extra paint 
that should be used NEARBY for logistical reasons.  
 
RESPOND TO THIS QUESTION EVEN IF YOU DON’T PREFER SITE C. 
 
IF Option C is chosen, I prefer these NEARBY secondary sites:    
(Check all that apply) 
 
 O    Y pathway intersection where loop begins – in greenbelt between  
                    Pamplona & Gazelle, Northeast of Dominos (# 4 on map) 
 O    Crosswalk of Quail – between Gazelle and Caribou (# 5 on map) 
 O    Small Icons at concrete pathway intersection with each cul-de-sac  
                  (exact locations to be determined by residents) 
 
Example:       Small Icons – 4 to 8 feet wide to help wayfinding and highlight connections 
 

 
 
 
 
Additional Secondary Sites 
 
Several additional sites have been suggested for smaller painted pieces that connect to the 
mural “heart”.  It is yet to-be-determined which of these sites are actually feasible.  
 
Why paint additional sites?  These sites give a feeling of connectedness to the rest of the 
neighborhood, highlight pedestrian crossings, and create an arts path that is fun to walk on. 
 
Feasibility concerns include: regulations regarding crosswalks; neighbor approval; partial street 
closure logistics, skilled labor availability and cost. 
 
Some of these options will be feasible, but logistically we can’t paint all of them with the existing 
budget (although fundraising is always possible – dependent upon volunteer interest!)   



4. SECONDARY SITE PREFERENCES: 
 
Please rank your favorite secondary sites by priority (1st, 2nd, 3rd). 
 
If you don’t like a site, mark it “NO”.   
 
You can mark more than one site with the same priority (e.g. both brown belt crossings 1st or 
all mini-mural choices 3rd.). Numbers and Letters correspond to map. 
 
_____ 1. Pedestrian Pathway between Impala and Elk Places  

_____ 2. Brown Belt Crossing at Valencia Ave 

_____ 3. Brown Belt Crossing at Hacienda Ave 

_____ 4. Y pathway intersection where loop begins – in greenbelt between  
      Pamplona & Gazelle, Northeast of Dominos  

_____ 5. Crosswalk at Quail Ave connecting to greenbelt –  
     between Gazelle and Caribou Places 

_____ 6. Antelope and Quail intersection 

_____ 7. Antelope Alley (aka Halloween/Pumpkin Alley), at sidewalk crossing Alley 

_____ 8. Pathway Icon on Greenbelt near Bianco Court and Chautauqua Apartments 

_____ A. Mini-mural at pathway north of Atria Covell Gardens  
     (if NOT chosen as primary site) 
 
_____ B. Mini-mural at Hacienda Avenue cul-de-sac (if NOT chosen as primary site) 

_____ C. Mini-mural at Concrete Pad of Blue/Spiderman Playground near Eagle Place  
               (if NOT chosen as primary site) 

 
 

 
 
 
If you would like to volunteer to help fundraise for additional paint to extend the  
“Additional Secondary Sites” let us know who you are: 
 
Name_____________________________________________ 
 
Phone____________________________________________



5. I prefer that the painted mural has the… 
 
Painted surface concentrated Painted surface spread out over    Painted surface spread out over  
In one central location        In-between              many pathways and crossings 
 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
	
Examples:					Painted	surface	concentrated	on	one	location		

	
Examples:				Painted	surfaces	spread	out	over	many	surfaces	and	pathways	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
Examples:			In-between		



MAIN   Location Descriptions 
 
Where is the Mural’s Heart?   Where do we put our Painted Plaza?  

 
Key: + Positive or Neutral      -  Concerns 
 

OPTION A – Pedestrian Pathway North of Atria Covell Gardens 
 
Potentially connected to painted pedestrian pathways extending: 

! east towards Bianco Court  
! northwest to Hacienda Avenue cul-de-sac and pathway intersection with Caribou Court 

(west of big lawn)  
 
Description: 

+ Central location for Atria residents, apartment dwellers, and bike commuters.  
+ Well-traveled.  
+ Would mitigate site which feels solitary and isolated to some.  
+ Create welcoming entrance to greenbelt/neighborhood. A 
+ Assist with wayfinding for visitors.  
+ Would encourage development of landscaping to the east.  
+ Has benches with back support. 
 
- Secondhand smoke on south end (possibly moveable? Could ask Atria).   
- Painting would need to focus on central area away from corners (due to bike safety).  
- Not used as much by people in north end of neighborhood.  

 
OPTION B – Hacienda Avenue Cul-de-Sac near greenbelt 
 
Potentially connected to painted pedestrian pathways extending: 

! southeast towards Atria and Pajaro (ending before Bianco Court)  
! northwest to the pathway intersection Caribou Place (west of big lawn)  

 
Description: 

+ Cul-de-sac easily visible from greenbelt makes relatively safe, central place to play and 
gather. Nearby greenbelt lawns for extended play. 
+ Reclaims street and increases public space for pedestrian and child use.  
+ Large canvas for artistic expression.  
+ Kids already play here – would increase safety and mark site as welcome for other 
children to join.  
+ Pass-through for northern streets connects to pathway used by students and Atria 
residents.  
 
- Cul-de-sac feels like private property to some.  
- Might be missed riding through greenbelt.  
- Large canvas could leave less paint for secondary sites.  
- No fully accessible benches. 

 
 



OPTION C – Concrete Pad at Blue / Spiderman Park near Eagle Place 
 
Mural Plaza aka “Neighborhood Heart” at Concrete Pad at Blue/Spiderman Park near Eagle 
Court with smaller piece either at Y pathway intersection, Northeast of Dominos or at Quail 
Crosswalk between Gazelle and Caribou Places 
 
Potentially smaller painted icons marking pathways connecting to: 

! Elk, Impala, and Caribou Places to the west 
! Eagle Place, Valencia, Pamplona, and Hacienda Avenues to the east 

 
Description: 

+ Central location for pedestrians with homes and dog walkers.  
+ Activates playground area as intergenerational space.  
+ Will increase use of seating area.  
+ This option requires less paint and would leave more paint left over for secondary sites.  
+ Already includes benches, playing and eating area.  
+ Give unnamed park a stronger identity.  
+ Feels like the heart of this section of greenbelt. 
 
- Little/no reclaiming of street surface.   
- Not as accessible for Atria residents or students.   
- Smaller surface means less WOW of big art. 

 
Place for Taking Notes on Secondary Sites: 
 
1. Pedestrian Pathway at Impala/Elk____________________________________________ 

2. Brown Belt Crossing at Valencia ____________________________________________ 

3. Brown Belt Crossing at Hacienda ___________________________________________ 

4. Y pathway intersection Northeast of Dominos _________________________________ 

5. Crosswalk at Quail Ave __________________________________________________ 

6. Antelope and Quail _____________________________________________________ 

7. Antelope Alley (aka Halloween/Pumpkin Alley)__________________________________ 

8. Pathway Icon on Greenbelt near Bianco Court _________________________________ 

A. Mini-mural at pathway north of Atria_________________________________________ 

B. Mini-mural at Hacienda ___________________________________________________ 

C. Mini-mural at Concrete Pad of Blue/Spiderman Playground_________________________ 


